Re: Fw: FERS regular vs. FERS disability retirements, Lewis :";~:/
Shawna Richard
Don Bobertz
AWP-014, Employment Services Branch
Glen A Rotella, Naomi Tsuda, Tim Kubik

.. 02/24/200907:10 AM
C

Naomi/Don,
Attached are 4 estimates:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Disability
ATC
Age 60
MRA w/age reduction

JL.pdf

Shawn a Richard
Human Resources Specialist
AWP-14C
(310) 725-7804 (310) 725-6830 (fax)
Starting From Yes!
Don Bobertz/AWP/FAA
Don Bobertz/AWP/FAA
AWP~OQ7,Regional Counsel

( '"_.02/24/200901 :36 AM

To Shawna Richard/AWP/FAA@FAA
cc Glen A Rotella/AWP/FAA@FAA, Naomi
Tsuda/AWP/FAA@FAA, Shawna Richard/AWP/FAA@FAA,
Tim Kubik/AWP/FAA@FAA
Subject
Fw: FERS regular vs. FERS disability retirements, Lewis

Shawna,
I'm hoping you'll be able to get us the figures comparing Mr. Lewis' disability, ATC retirement, and regular
FERS retirement before our Tues, 2/24/09 noon conference with the judge. As I will be out of the office
most of the day, please provide the information to Naomi.
In regards to a regular FERS retirement (in the event neither disability or ATC retirement work out for Mr.
Lewis), I assume that although he would not be eligible for an immediate benefit under a regular FERS
retirement, that he would be eligible to start receiving either (1) a Basic Benefit when he reaches his 4'(1
Minimum Retirement Age (MRA), reduced by 5%/yr for each year under 62 yrs old; or (2) a full Basic
Benefit (including the Special Retirement Supplement) at age 60 (since he has over 20 yrs of service). If
my understanding is correct, can you please include the figures for both scenarios (1) and (2), in addition
to the figures for disability and ATC retirement.
Thanks.
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This e-mail message is intended solely for the recipient(s) named above. This e-mail may be privileged

and confidential, protected by the attorney-client privilege, the attorney work product doctrine and by other
applicable state and federal laws and regulations. If you are not the intended recipient of this message,
please notify the sender immediately and delete the original message.
Don Bobertz
Federal Aviation Administration
Office of the Regional Counsel, AWP-7.7
P.O. Box 92007
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2007
PH (310) 725-3454
FAX (310) 725-6816
Don Bobertz/AWP/FAA
Don BobertzlAWP/FAA
AWP-007,. RE:lgionalCounsel

To Naomi Tsuda/AWP/FAA
cc Glen A Rotelia/AWP/FAA@FAA, Shawna
Richard/AWP/FAA@FAA, Tim Kubik/AWP/FAA@FAA
Subject Fw: FERS regular vs, FERS disability retirements, Lewis

02/20/2009 01:01 PM

Naomi,
I just spoke with Shawna Richard, and she confirmed that as of 12/4/06, Mr. Lewis had 20-yrs of ATC
good time.
This e-mail message is intended solely for the recipient(s) named above. This e-mail may be privileged
and confidential, protected by the attorney-client privilege, the attorney work product doctrine and by other
applicable state and federal laws and regulations. If you are not the intended recipient of this message,
please notify the sender immediately and delete the original message.
Don Bobertz
Federal Aviation Administration
Office of the Regional Counsel, AWP-7.7
P.O. Box 92007
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2007
PH (310) 725-3454
FAX (310) 725-6816
----- Forwarded

Don Boberiz/AWP/FAA

~~9miT,suda/~'I'1P1FM
(02/16/2009
"'-

10:39 AM

\1

on 02/201200911

:28 AM -----

To Don Bobertz/AWP/FAA@FAA

cc
Subject Fw: FERS regular

Naomi Tsuda, AWP-7
Regional Counsel
Western Pacific Region
(310) 725-71011
FAX: (310) 725-6816

VS,

FERS disability retirements, Lewis

IMPORTANT: This message, and any attachments thereto, is intended solely for specific recipients. If
you are not an intended recipient of this communication, you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy
or disseminate this message or any part of it. This message may be confidential, an attorney-client
communication, part of the agency's deliberative process, or attorney-work product and must not be
forwarded or otherwise shared without express permission. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify me immediately bye-mail or telephone, discard any paper copies and delete all electronic
files of this e-mail.
-----Forwarded

Naomi Tsuda/AWP/FAA

on 02/16/2009 10:39AM -----

To: Naomi Tsuda/AWP/FAA@FAA
From: Glen A Rotella/AWP/FAA
Date: 02/13/2009 09: 16AM
Subject: Fw: FERS regular vs. FERS disability retirements, Lewis
FYIGlen Rotella
AWP-16
----- Forwarded by Glen A Rotella/AWP/FAA

on 02/13/2009 09:14 AM

Glen A
Rotellal A WP/FAA
AWP-O l6A, Labor &
Employee Relations
Branch

j'()2m009
~_._

.. ~

Toleff Lewis <lsjef@yahoo.com>

08:;;~~-)
.~./~./

ccShawna Richard/ A WP IFAA@FAA

SubjectRe: FERS regular vs. FERS disability
retirements, Lewis

Jeff,
Just to be clear and avoid any misunderstandings Shawna nor I have any authority to make you any offer
of retirement, disability retirement or a settlement on any issues you have. Information supplied is only as
a curtsey, at your request, to assist you with whatever decisions you may have to make. All information
provided is subject to change due to unknown factors. We are not knowledgeable of any settlement offer
and would not normally be involved in any such offer. At this point in time it is our understanding that you
are no longer an FAA employee and do not have entitlement to a regular retirement. It is strongly
suggested that you have all such discussions concerning settlement and retirement options with your
representative.
Having said that I will ask Shawna to attempt to answer your questions below with any available
information she may have.

Glen Rotella
AWP-16
Jeff Lewis <Isjef@yahoo.com>

F12-6826WP
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Jeff Lewis
<Isj ef@yahoo.com

>

ToShawna Richard/AWP/FAA@FAA

02l12/2009 09: 14
PM

ccGlen A Rotella/AWP/FAA@FAA
SubjectRe: FERS regular vs. FERS disability retirements,
Lewis

Hi Shawna and Glen,
Thanks for forwarding

the details on a possible FERS disability retirement.

Now, if I could just make sense of it! ;)
A few quick questions
1) computation

for you:

of high-3. My Average high three is less than each of my actual high three salaries? What gives?

2) do I not have a FERS supplement
Please explain.

or ATC bridge or some other component

that adds to this until regular SS kicks in at age 62?

3) please understand, in Jason Ralph's rush to have me move along, I never had the benefit of attending an FAA ATC retirement
seminar. So, I am extremely uncertain what any retirement includes ...thus dependent on you to give me clear, comprehendible
data. So, with that in mind ...
...if I accepted a regular retirement on 5/31/09 (which was one scenario a long time ago, before I took on the responsibilities of
fatherhood), what would my monthly pay be? What components of this pay (regular retirement, FERS supplement, or whatever
else ... amounts of each, please)
... if I accepted a FERS disability retirement effective whenever it likely would go into effective (Glen might have an idea on this),
what would my monthly pay be? Again, please list all components (including SS on this one, right?) and provide amounts for each .
...for both scenarios,

would my pay reset at any time other than age 62?

...do they both reset only at 62?
... for each case, what would the reset amounts be at each year of reset, and what additional components
years, for what amount?

would start at what

Thanks for you help ... look forward to seeing your figures.

J

From: "Shawna.Richard@faa.gov"
<Shawna.Richard@faa.gov>
To: Isjef@yahoo.com
Cc: Glen.A.Rotella@faa.gov
Sent: ThursdaYI February 121 2009 1:38:49 PM
Subject: Re: Fw: me again
Hi Jeff,
I'm not familiar with your specific case, but at the time of your removal,
you were only eligible for a disability retirement as opposed to an
optional FERS retirement. Previously, you may have received an estimate
done on the old retirement program that we no longer use. The estimate I
sent does show how the disability will change from initially 60% and then
to 40% after one year. It also shows the recomputation at age 62. I
believe maybe you did not look over the entire form. This breakdown is
found on page 2.

F12-6826WP
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The same estimate is attached here for your convenience. If I have not
addressed your concerns or you have any other questions, please let me
know.
(See attached file: Lewis,J ..pdf)

Shawna Richard
Human Resources Specialist
AWP-14C
(310) 725-7804 (310) 725-6830 (fax)
Starting From Yes!

GlenA
Rotella/AWP/FAA
AWP-016A, Labor
& Employee
Relations Branch

To
Shawna Richard/AWP/FAA@FAA

cc
Subject
Fw: me again

02/11/2009 03:07

PM

Shawna,
I got this back k from Mr. Lewis. I am not sure I follow what he is saying
but he is requesting a comparison between disability and regular FERS
retirement. Can you do this?
Glen Rotella
AWP-16
----- Forwarded by Glen A Rotella/AWP/FAA
Jeff Lewis
< Isjef@yahoo.com
02/10/2009 05: 11

PM

Please respond to
Isjef@yahoo.com

on 02/11/2009 03:04 PM -----

>
To
Glen A Rotella/AWP/FAA@FAA
cc

Subject
Re: Fw: me again

F12-6826WP
Rcvd 10-15-12

Hi Glen,
Thanks for getting that.
Same problem, though. This format is completely different from what I
received in summer 2007, which essentially was to show me a FERS regular
retirement vs. a FERS disability retirement. The figures cited then
appeared to be 40% figures, whereas the highly attractive figure you just
forwarded appears to be a 60% figure (i.e., looks good this year, but
drops by a third to 40% after year one). Also, the estimates from summer
2007 included recomputations at age-62 ...but what Shawna has provided here
gives me no indication what would happen to my financial situation at age

62.
All things considered, I cannot help but wonder, huh, if Jason Ralph had
not started this mess, I'd be at 100% right now, and at 56, and possibly
even at 60 or 62 ...if I had been allowed to have a real "model work
environment" kinda FAA career. I'd have lots of resources to ensure my two
daughters can have big weddings, I'd comfortably go buy a car now (or two
years ago, really) for lack of fiscal uncertainty ...naaahhhhh, what was I
thinking?
Anyway, if Shawna or someone can produce a real side-by-side, reliable
comparison, showing first-year, after-age-62-conversion,
and in between,
(and FERS-regular vs. FERS-disability/ATC)
I'd have hard numbers to make
an intelligent decision. Lacking that, I can only fight on.
Chatted briefly with my attorney re: first deposition ...some pretty
bizarre but not-at-all-damaging statements from the one guy in the tower
who was passed up for round one, the ROI interviews in March-07. More
depositions coming, though, next week ...
Talk to you later, and thanks again.
Jeff
--- On Tue, 2/10/09, GlenARotella@faa.gov
<_Glf'n.A.Rotella@faa.gov
wrote:
From: GlenARotella@faa.gov
< GlenARotella@faa.gov
>
Subject: Fw: me again
To: "Jeff Lewis" <JEij§l@yahoo.com >
Date: Tuesday, February 10, 2009, 8:45 AM
Per your request.
Glen Rotella
AWP-16
----- Forwarded by Glen A Rotella/AWP/FAA
Shawna

>

F12-6826WP
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on 02/10/200908:44

AM -----

Richard/AWP/FAA
AWP-014,

To
Glen A Rotella/AWP/FAA@FAA

Employment
Services Branch

cc
Subject
02/09/200907:21

Re: Fw: me again(Document

AM

link:

Glen A Rotella)

Glen,
You can provide the attached estimate to Mr. Lewis.
(See attached file: Lewis,J ..pdf)

Shawna Richard
Human Resources Specialist
AWP-14C
(310) 725-7804 (310) 725-6830 (fax)
Starting From Yes!

LaShon R
Steen/AWP/FAA
AWP-014,
To
Shawna Richard/AWP/FAA@FAA

Employment
Services Branch
cc

Glen A Rotella/AWP/FAA@FAA

Subject

F12-6826WP
Rcvd 10- 15-12

02/05/2009 04:07

Fw: me again

PM

Shawna, I think Mr. Lewis may have received the estimate from you.
Please
respond to Glen.
LaShon Steen
Western-Pacific Region
(Lead) Human Resources Specialist, AWP-14B
(310) 725-7861
(310) 725-6832 - fax
Starting From YES!
----- Forwarded by LaShon R Steen/AWP/FAA

on 02/05/2009 04:06 PM -----

GlenA
Rote IIa/AWP/FAA
AWP-016A,

Labor &

To
Employee

LaShon R Steen/AWP/FAA@FAA

Relations Branch

cc
Subject
02/05/2009 03:47

me again

PM

La Shon,
Thanks so much for the work you all did on the OSI/SCI issue for me.
On another note I just got a call from Jeff Lewis. He has been

F12-6826WP
Rcvd 10-15-12

terminated.
He said that some time back,
ran a disability
retirement for him. If so would
inquiring because he is being
and
want to know what the figures

he believes in Aug., that you
you still have the information? He is
offered a possible disability retirement
would be.

Glen Rotella
AWP-16

F12-6826WP
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F12-6826WP
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